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٥Experimental Methods (contd.)
? Subsonic Wind Tunnel
? Educational Wind Tunnel
? Flow Bench
٦Computational Methods
? MATLAB
• It is a very strong programming tool for the engineering discipline
• It is utilized to obtain the Numerical and Analytical Solutions 
related to Aerospace Engineering problems.
• Some of the examples of the application of MATLAB are: 
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Computational Methods
? FLUENT
• It is a very strong computational tool for the engineering discipline
• It is utilized to obtain the Numerical Solutions related to Aerospace 
Engineering problems.
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FLUENT Pre-processors
? FLUENT Inc.
• Gambit
• G/Turbo
• TGrid
? Third Party Pre-processors
• ICEM CFD
• GridGen
• GridPro
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Examples of the application of 
FLUENT 
•CFD for internal flow. 
•CFD for external flow.
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CFD for Internal Flow
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CFD for External Flow
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CFD for External Flow (contd.)
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Conclusion
•Aerospace Engineering Department utilizes the AE labs for 
teaching and research experiments by utilizing Wind Tunnel, 
Flight Simulator Wind Tunnel, Flow Bench etc.
•Computational techniques using the software such as 
MATLAB, FLUENT, etc. are implemented at different expertise 
levels to solve AE problems in all the AE undergraduate and 
graduate level courses.
•The aim is to indulge in the AE students the skills of designing
and performing experiments, and utilizing computational 
technique in studies and future professional careers.  
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